
bowels of mercy

john durham peters

although perhaps too earthyforcarthyearthy for squeamish readers the idea oftheodtheof the bowels of
mercymercy is ffoundoundaund frequently in the scriptures reflecting ancient views about
human emotions and offering powerful insights about divine compassion

I1 will praise thee for I1 am fearfully and wonderfully made Ps 13914

the scriptures often come to us like messages in a bottle blown from
distant times and places they bring with them modes of expression that
can sometimes be mysterious for latter day readers one of these manner-
isms is the frequent use of concrete bodily language in describing spiritual
conditions we read variously of flinty hearts and stiff necks bent knees
and girded loins blind eyes and ears waxed dull and perhaps strangest
of all bowels of mercy in the hebrew bible the greek septuagint the
greek new testament the king james bible and the LDS scriptures bow-
els play a central role as a term for deep human feeling specific moral
virtues and the love of god such bowel imagery is ubiquitous appearing
not only in obscure passages but also in many of the most important dis-
cussionscussions of charity gods grace and especially in the book ofmormon of
the atonement that the bowels of all things should be singled out for
special spiritual purposes arouses perplexity if not aversion in most of us
yet if properly understood the notion that the viscera can be the vehicle of
virtue is poetically and morally powerful the metaphor of the bowels
reveals something about the workings not only of religious language but
also of mercy

modes of expression

god has expressly chosen to speak with human beings after the man-
ner of our language scriptural language consists of bridges between divine
command and human experience As expressions of his will to prophets
over the ages the scriptures are historically shaped texts designed to stir
human understanding and feeling dacd&c 124 5010 12 rather than trans-
parent packets of information As such they are also a storehouse of
diverse and sometimes antiquated imagery modes of expression that are
inclusive of bodily parts both active functions and passive sufferings
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celebrate the corporeality of all mortal creatures together with the divine
embodiment oftheodtheof the creator himself rather than treat them as a stumbling
block we should appreciate these modes of expression for the religiously
and aesthetically instructive offerings that they are

scriptural talk of bowels descends from ancient patterns of thought
that place the emotions in particular internal organs 1 rage lust hunger
joy compassion and so on were once considered not as abstract moods or
psychological states but as passions associated with specific anatomical
parts for the hebrews the leb or heart was the vital center of human life

the place where we think as well as feel for the greeks the phrenesperenes had
a similar role but whether we should associate them with the lungs
diaphragm or heart is still debated other organs could be assigned emo-
tional roles such as joy to the liver due to its large size or discomfort to the
kidneys in such feelings the true character of a person was thought to be
localized consider jerferjeremiahemiah 2012 0 lord of hosts that triest the righ-
teous and seest the reins and the heart the point that the lords gaze can
pierce humans to the center of their being is clear enough but we rarely
note that the reins here are the kidneys reins being an obsolete term com-
pare renal french rein

to have a pure heart is a habitual turn of phrase today but to speak
of pure kidneys sounds quite odd yet there is of course no compelling
anatomical reason why the heart should be the main english term for our
emotional center any more than any other inner organ the heart is vital to
our existence can be felt under certain excited conditions and sits at the
core of our body but it is not in strict fact an intellectual or emotional cen-
ter or originator we are used to thinking oftheodtheof the heart as the seat oftheodtheof the soul
not the liver or bowels and yet the physical heart is ultimately only a meta-
phor as well

nevertheless modern everyday language still often reproduces ancient
habits of thought the case of the heart shows that organ talk not only pre-
vailed prior to modern medicine but is still very much a part of modern
english speechwaysspeechways we speak of breathtakingbreath taking music heartbreakingheart breaking sto-
ries gut wrenching suffering stomach knotting tension fire in the belly
or a burning in the bosom I1 might spill my guts to get something offinsoffinyoff my
chest or as the era offof osephjosephoffoseph smith would have it unbosom my feelings
A plucky athlete we say has heart as a courageous soldier has guts an irasiras-
cible person has spleen and a coward is a lily livered person 2

similarly guts can also designate the essential parts of something the
guts of a car as well as the entrails proper the bowels mark a personI1

s

humanity as in moby dicks references to men that have no bowels to feel
fear or no bowels for a laugh 1 I3 in tom sawyer tom picks a fight with a

boy with a citified air about him that ate into toms vitals 0141147144 with this
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phrase mark twain deliciouslydeliriously paints toms irritation with a term remi-
niscent of the taunt to eat your heart out in english then the innards
especially the bowels are the felt site of some of our most intense passions

the ancient terms that the king jamess translators rendered into eng-
lish as bowels had a long history in hebrew and greek in the hebrew
bible three words rechem derebqereb and mehmelahmetah are translated as bowels in
the king james version KJV the most important of these the plural term
memmeimmcmmelm has a wide semantic range in biblical hebrew and can signify the
innards generally not only the intestines the reproductive organs and
the vital center of emotional life 5 referring to song of solomon 54 bibli-
cal scholar marvin pope summarizes this usage the hebrew memmeimmelm desig-
nates primarily the inward parts of the body the intestines bowels guts
and is used oftheodtheof the source ofprocreativeprocreativeof powers male and female oftheodtheof the seat
of the emotions pity compassion distress and here of erotic emotion 7161166

the hebrew derebqereb can represent the inward parts 7 while rechembechem more
often translated as compassion is closely related to the word rachamhacham
womb and thus connotes a deep love grounded in some natural human

relationship especially that of parent and child 8

in classical greek one term splangchna a plural term that is cognate
to spleen could mean both the intestines and the edible inner parts of a
sacrificed animal such as the heart lungs liver and kidneys as well as
the location of general character traits in human beings although not
specifically the seat of mercy 9 in septuagint and new testament greek
splangchna took on a more hebraic color to include tender feelings and
mercy 10 in the epistles of paul for instance splangchna is used to de-
scribe not only the vital organs but also the entire human personality the
body and spirit together paul described his deep love for the far away
philippians for god is my record how greatly I1 long after you all in the
bowels of jesus christ philip 18 similarly in philemon paul wrote
on behalf of a beloved slave onesimus whom paul called mine own
bowels philemphalemPhilem 112 meaning someone tied up in his inmost affec-
tions or as we might say a bosom buddy in latin viscera could mean
best friend just as in somewhat old fashioned modern greek tzieri

mou means both my dear and my liver
in both shakespeare and the KJV whose sixteenth and early seven

teenthsteenth century usages were already shaped by the hebraisms of earlier
english bible translations bowels was a familiar term for the emotions and
the inner parts up through eighteenth century english bowel could refer
to any internal organ even the brain only relatively recently has it ac-
quired the restricted sense of the intestines an oxford english dictionary
definition for bowels captures much of the KJV sense of that word con-
sidered as the seat of the tender and sympathetic emotions hence pity
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compassion feeling heartheart511yllxii511 A humorous example of the failure to rec-
ognize the archaic sense of bowels is seen in how a 1639 text was classified

the london sermon called bowels opened or A discovery of the neerebeere
and deere love union and communion betwixt christ and the church
was placed in the yale medical library apparently some hasty cataloguer
thought its topic was the relief of constipation12constipation12

english has been enriched in many ways by its borrowings from
hebrew and greek among other languages rather than merely mirroring
the original language translation also enriches the target language 13 we
often speak of what is lost in translation forgetting that much can be
gained as well for good and ill A KJV passage illustrates how translation
can enrich but whosochoso hath this world s good and seeth his brother have
need and shuttethshutteth up his bowels of compassion from him how dwellethdwelleth
the love of god in him i john 317 the greek simply reads if he close
his bowels away from him the king james translation adds of compas-
sion to bowels the noun compassion appears nowhere in new testa-
ment greek though we think of compassion as the heart guts of new
testament teachings 14

nineteen of the twenty occurrences of the word compassion in the
KJV new testament derive from verbs and thirteen of these come from
splangchnizomai a verb form based on splangchna which means to have
compassion or more literally something like to be boweled greek in-
nards become english love and sympathy an inheritance that shapes LDS

scriptural language as well indeed the KJV supplies the basic idiom for
much of LDS writ 15 including its usage of bowels how one word could
mean the offal of a sacrificed animal the tender emotions discussed in the
bible and the compassion enjoined in LDS scripture is a puzzle to which
we shall return below

the power of gutsy imagery

scriptural bowel language then descends from deep rooted traditions
of conceiving internal organs and not only the intestines as the distinc-
tive locations of human feeling understanding this history removes some
of the strangeness of such language yet it is an error I1 believe to tame the
metaphor too quickly as do the revised standard version and other mod-
ern bible translations that usually replace this jarring language with soft
euphemisms 16 much rather there is something significantly uncanny and
vaguely unsettling in the scriptural juxtaposition of the lowest and the
highest things guts and compassion bowels and mercy the bowels are at
once both gruesome and tender both aesthetic and theological lessons are
to be learned here
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some of the most moving scriptural teachings about love and solidar-
ity are couched in imagery that is frankly grotesque at the waters of mor-
mon alma tells the new converts that they should look forward with one
eye having one faith and one baptism having their hearts knit together in
unity mosiah 1821 imagining almaaima s words concretely gives us a cyclops
of many people with interwoven cardiac tissues but the literal meanings
at which we rarely pause point to a much deeper sense 17 small means

bring about great meanings similarly ammon exults that gods bowels
of mercy are over all the earth alma 2637 surely the point is not a blas-
phemous revision of the rain falling on the just and the unjust alike but the
universality of gods love for his children As a child I1 was similarly struck
by the apparent grisliness of the sacrament prayers where we pray to re-
member the body and the blood of christ rather than just his love or
works in general perhaps we need the vivid detail to anchor the larger sig-
nificancenificance more powerfully

twisting an old saying the best way to a persons spirit may be via the
stomach sensing another theological lesson here sometimes we may need
to be hit in the guts even the resurrected jesus groaned within himself
his bowels were filled with compassion for the multitude at bountiful when
he was struck by the painful contrast between the holy innocence of the
nephite children and the wickedness of the people of the house of israel

3 ne 1714
the perception of the sublime sometimes rests on sublimation the

loveliest moments in music often stem from dissonance just as the sweetest
perfumes often have civet as their basic ingredient A musky scent at the
foundation of things may be a condition of the worlds glory and beauty
there is no excellent beauty said francis bacon that hath not some

strangeness in the proportion 18

the bowels are strangely an inner reflection of our outer selves in a
sense they are a second skin the gastrointestinal tract is an outside that is

inside a hole that runs all the way through our midst we earthlingsearthlings are
doubles to ourselves our skin and bowels are one continuous surface
both in fact originate in the same embryonic germ layer our bodies are the
original mobius strip two sides one surface As the other of our skin
the bowels are the poor relation we would like to keep in the closet

thus curiously enough the power oftheodtheof the bowels as a metaphor in con-
temporary english lies quite possibly in the disgust they evoke whether
they are understood as guts generally or intestines specifically disgust is

intimately bound to gusto disgust is a condition of aesthetic perception
indeed it is also a kind of aesthetic perception

few aspects ofourolourofour embodiment are less attractive than the lower gastro-
intestinal bowels there is something repulsive about their product and
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function their sounds scents and motions being beyond polite bounds
even the body leaves them of all vital organs the least protected from in-
jury surgeons who might be expected to be immune to the metaphorical
connotations of body parts have commented to me about the messy and
slithery quality of the bowels the bowels business is to cast off and they
get cast off symbolically as well

more than any other organ however the bowels most ally us to the soil
we have one might say a long compost pit within our bowels add to the
earth and remind us daily that we inhabit tabernacles ofclay job 419 jesus
himselfmadehimself made the elimination process the subject ofhisochisofhis teachings in arguing
that it is not what goes into the body but what comes out of it that defiles
matt 1518 mark 715 excrement in itselfdoes not desecrate but the words

and thoughts that emanate from the heart jesus was not afraid of dealing
frankly but discretely with human embodiment in its fullness his doctrine
crossed over traditional laws of cleanliness and hygiene when the good
samaritan s bowels are moved for example he is looking at what the priest
and levite perhaps with ritual horror might have taken to be a corpse
luke 1033

19 to have compassion is to care for things tainted with disease
and death as all mortals in some ways are As humans a term related to
humus ground or earth we are earthlingsearthlings acquainted with soil

the bowels are subjects about which we are often embarrassed to talk
and yet the scriptures put the bowels unavoidably in our face our resis-
tance to reflection about bowels is itself instructive the bowels sit at the
center of the human body and yet nothing is so furtive as the act of doing
our business but it is an experience common to man one to which we

can all relate and one we all had to master at an early age the bowels may
repulse us but few distresses are as acute as when they malfunction bow-
els are the part of embodied life which we rarely articulate but which is

most intimately our own when they are discussed they are usually the
stuff of bawdy humor snickering puerility or scatological writing not
scriptural truth the bowels may be the most personal and hidden of all

organs the sheer relief of the bowels being moved the release of inner
containment may serve as a secret metaphor of what it is to go beyond
ourselves to let our insides go to stop holding back perhaps in some ways
compassion as the greek suggests has a similar motion 20

culturally mormonscormons tend to be queasy about explicitness in bodily
depiction even if our theology teaches the necessity of humane and divine
embodiment anything too concrete on the fullness of the godhead bod-
ily col 29 often makes us perhaps rightly nervous navels let alone
genitals are already perplexing enough though our theology allows for the
possibility of their eternal continuation 21 the issue is more one of repre-
sentationsentation and taste than doctrine much of modern thought and literature
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has engaged in what we might see as archaeology of humus an exploration
of the extremities of bodily bliss and degradation such exploration can be
both bracing and harsh profane and profound As considerations of what it
means to be mortals creatures with bowels modern thought merits the
attention of those who have a stomach for such exploration yet the mod-
ernist fascination for the proximity of the organs of eros and of excretion22excretion22

has little resonance in LDSLIDS culture despite the novels stories and essays of
levi S peterson for example which are exquisitely sensitive to the theologi-
cal and earthy meaning of our nether regions 23 peterson stands in the lin-
eage of the christian grotesque that stretches from the gospels and pauls
letters through dostoyevsky and flannery oconnor and celebrates compas-
sion for the maculate stuffofwhichstuff of which humans are made compared to gods
perfection he argues perhaps every living ounce of the human body the
heart and brain as well as the emunctories is no better than night soil 24

peterson makes the comparison too stark however since gods son
also made his tabernacle of such stuff human flesh is not just the opposite
of gods glory but a powerful sign of his grace and even of our kinship
with him an embodied being the lord god omnipotent came down
from heaven to dwell in a tabernacle of clay mosiah 35 and why that
by bearing the infirmities ofhisochisofhis people his bowels maybe filled with mercy
according to the flesh alma 712 in LDS theology the bowels are not
opposed to god s perfection they are its very vehicle 25

atonement and the bowels ofmercyofmercy

in LDS scripture the bowels are not foregroundedgroundedfore they are left to do
their work crucial as always but behind the scenes away from ordinary
view in seeing the expanse of the eternities enoch had a vision of the
entire human family and looked upon their wickedness and their misery
and wept and stretched forth his arms and his heart swelled wide as eter-
nity and his bowels yearned and all eternity shook moses 741 enochs
yearning is not abstract or contemplative but deeply visceral the motions
ofhisochisofhis inner organs are in tune as it were with the shaking of eternity like-
wise abinadi says to the court of king noah

and thus god breakethbreaketh the bands of death having gained the victory over
death giving the son power to make intercession for the children of men
having ascended into heaven having the bowels of mercy being filled with
compassion towards the children of men standing betwixt them and justice
having broken the bands ofdeathof death taken upon himselftheirhimself their iniquity and their
transgressions having redeemed them and satisfied the demands ofjusticeof justice
mosiah 15858 9

it would be hard to find anywhere in scripture a more compact description
of christs work of intercession central to which is the acquiring of the
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bowels of mercy for both enoch and abinadi the vision of gods eternal
workings is mysteriously connected with the inner organs great and small
noble and ignoble divine and human are tied together

why should something so earthly as bowels be used to describe christs
mercy and work there are several possible reasons

the divine experience of human suffering several LDS commenta-
tors have honed in on what elder neal A maxwell terms the stunning
book of mormon insight that jesus suffered in order that he might know
how to succor his people 26 in a striking articulation of this aspect of the
atonement lorin K hansen argues it is not jesus suffering per se that
redeems men and women suffering has an effect on him and it is that ef-
fect or change that makes possible human redemption the power of re-
demptiondemption comes through his expanded knowledge and sensitivity which
he then expresses through his role as mediator 27 in contrast to traditional
explanations of christs suffering as a ransom to the devil a payment to an
exacting god or an avenging of gods wronged honor hansen develops
what theologians call the moral theory of the atonement that is christ
died to awake a moral transformation of our beings the atonement not
only reconciled humanity to god but god to humanity

the atonement is in this view less a settling of cosmic accounts than
part of gods education so to speak an experience he needed to conceive
empathy with the human family an immersion in pain not unlike what all

in their second estate must experience a condescension in other words 28

hansen cites hebrews 58 and doctrine and covenants 9311 14 that christ
had no fullness at first but learned through suffering elder maxwell simi-
larly explains that the infinite intensiveness of christs suffering was nec-
essary for him to become a fully comprehending atoner 29

alma 712 also makes this very point and he will take upon him
death that he may loose the bands of death which bind his people and he
will take upon him their infirmities that his bowels may be filled with
mercy according to the flesh that he may know according to the flesh how
to succor his people according to their infirmities alma backpedalsbackpedals a bit
in the next verse as if ifhavinghaving realized he might have implied gaps in divine
knowledge now the spirit knoweth all things nevertheless the son of
god sufferethsuffereth according to the flesh that he might take upon him the sins
of his people that he might blot out their transgressions according to
the power of his deliverance alma 713 bowels cannot apparently be
filled with mercy without a mortal sojourn according to the flesh a

requisite that implies the novelty of mortal life within gods experience
and fits more comfortably in a process theology than traditional notions

of static omniscience
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obviously there is a huge difference between abstract theoretical
knowledge and knowledge developed and tested in the crucible of experi-
ence to take a homely example the picture on the box and a completed
jigsaw puzzle are all but identical images but the completed puzzle is
almost infinitely richer to those who assembled it they know its details
textures colors and patterns with both affection and frustration while the
cover picture is not invested with their care or acquaintance to a nonpar-
ticipant communicating the difference between the two images would be
nearly impossible in this way the spirit might in advance know pre-
cisely what the picture of mortal life looks like but still have to learn the
labor of matching pieces by color and shape

embodiment holds all kinds of secrets unknowable to the spectator
A spirit who has never lived in embodied mortality may know all things
except what it is like not to know all things in mortality a spirit can be-
come acquainted with the night privation and ignorance it can encounter
lack absence desire and negativity in their fullness or rather their par-
tialitytiality it can learn about waiting surprise the uncertainty of all action
everything in short that derives from living in time the bowels stand as

part for this whole
connectingcoimectmgwithwith mortality much of the bowel language in LDS scrip-

ture occurs in passages concerned with what i1 nephi 1126 calls the con-
descension of god the descent of the divine into the human or the
inspiration of the human with divine characteristics 3300 the bowels are a

unique sign of divine condescension into mortal claydayclaociaoaay in 1841 ludwig feuer-
bach wrote that the hidden secret of christianity is that humans project
their mortal desires onto the heavens thus creating the gods in contrast the
essence of christianity is that god comes down to become acquainted with
mortal matter 31 the metaphor of the bowels offers a deep vision of conde-
scensionscension by which I1 do not mean haughtiness but the descent of the divine
into the human so that the human may ascend into the divine

perhaps the locus classicusclass icus of such a notion in LDS literature is joseph
smith s second letter from liberty jail thy mind 0 man ifthouif thou wilt lead
a soul unto salvation must stretch as high as the utmost heavens and
search into and contemplate the darkest abyss and the broad expanse of
eternity thou must commune with godgod3232 it is in the same letter that we
read let thy bowels also be full of charity towards all men and to the
household of faithfaitlfalthgaithfaial dacd&c 12145 compare 886 this is a manifesto for a
kind ofknowledgeofknowledge art and life that is not afraid oftheodtheof the heights or the depths
a kind of inquiry that is as broad as gods mercy and as deep as the lowest
reaches of mortality taking condescension in this way has rich implica-
tions for our relation with god each other and our vision of our place in
the cosmos
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the bowels then are the sign of our humanity and of gods succor for
it they are central to the language oftheodtheof the atonement since they mark god s

condescension but the metaphor of the bowels as doctrine and cove-
nants 12145 suggests implies a horizontal dimension of mercy between fel-

low mortals when joseph in egypt first saw his long lost younger brother
benjamin he made haste for his bowels did yearn upon his brother and
he sought where to weep and he entered into his chamber and wept there
gen 4330 when king solomon took a sword to divide the disputed

baby before the quarreling mothers the real mother s bowels yearned
upon her son and she said 0 my lord give the other woman the living
child and in no wise slay it i kgsggs 326 in both cases the hebrew word
translated as bowels is rachamim meaning something like tender mercies
or maternal nurture a word also rendered in the plural as mercies com

passions or pity and in the singular as matrix or womb in the KJV 33 both
benjamin soon to be framed as a thiefinthievinthief in joseph s test ofofwhetherwhether or not his
eleven brothers have learned to care for each other in his absence and the
disputed baby are in mortal danger on the brink of death acts of substitu-
tion in each case deflect the sword of justice judah steps forward to take
benjamin s punishment just as the true mother lets her rival take her place
as mother thus the bowels in the king james idiom often signify a res-
torationto of a prior relationship a rescuing from exile even a willingness to
trade places with another in peril

A matter of life and death why the bowels should be the mark of
mercy is perhaps illuminated by the ancient practice of animal sacrifice a

point alluded to above walter burkert a scholar of ancient greek religion
offers an arresting interpretation of the origins of greek tragedy he argues
that the participants in the sacrifice feel guilt and horror at the slaughter of
a living animal for their own nourishment A drama of expiation develops
this is the birth of tragedy that shifts the blame for the animals death

from the killers to the animal itself the splangchna are the first parts of the
victim to be eaten

the slightly uncanny vitals the internal organs which come to light only
now and may seem to contain the life which sometimes cause disgust and
sometimes are regarded as rather a delicacy must be disposed of first of all
no wonder that susplangchneuein to share the flesh or internal organs of a

victim at a sacrifice is the firmest foundation of fellowship the shudder of
horror at the animal s murder dies away in a feeling of physicalofphysical wellbeingwell being 34

the splangchna of the eaters may be moved with contradictory feeling as

they become literally filled with the splangchna of the animal with horror
and awe the sufferings of the victim go directly from its bowels to those of
the celebrants might the participants in the sacrifice recognize the tender-
ness of their own vitals as they consume those of the victim Is pity for the
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sacrificial victim a metaphor for solidarity with our fellows to hurt with
them where they hurt burkert in any case offers one way to connect the
innards and the quality of mercy a consuming empathy for the victim

scriptural bowels often appear where someones life hangs in the bal-
ance the vitals of a sufferer are at stake and the observer s or the con-
queror s bowels stir in identification in the greek new testament text
bowels respond to a crowd perishing from hunger matt 936 a debtor
about to be sold into slavery with his wife and children matt 1827 two
blind men pleading for sight matt 2034 a widow grieving for her son
luke 713 a wayfarer wounded and left for dead luke 1033 and a son re-

turning as if from the dead luke 1520 in the same way a dog shows its
belly to its enemy to admit defeat now openly exposed the most vulnera-
ble spot invites the victor to relent our bowels so open to injury in battle
and so easily upset by what goes in them are our most tender spot to beg
for mercy is to ask the victor quite literally not to hate or hit our guts

sharing the pain ofothers to have mercy from latin misericordia
a heart ofpityof pity is to feel in one s own bowels the plight oftheodtheof the other to share
sorrows in a heart not one s own to have bowels for another is to recognize
a shared humanity a common subjection to suffering and death bowels
are the site ofofsubstitutionalsubstitutional suffering in modern greek one oftheodtheof the tender
est things you can say is splachnosplachno mou meaning my dear one its impli-
cation is that your soul is my soul that you are my inner parts

in the bowels we learn to feel for others nothing is so difficult to share
as pain our nerve endings terminate in our unique pain centers although
people can share words and comfort with each other the sorrow is each
person s alone to feel the pain of others is physically impossible but
morally imperative how can humans break out of the shell of private sor-
row amulekamules flatly declared that no mortals can shed their own blood to
pay for another s sins alma 3411 explaining that only an infinite substi-
tution by an infinite being could reach across the gaps between individuals
therefore there can be nothing short of an infinite atonement which will

suffice for the sins of the world alma 3412 the problem of mortal life
for amulekamules is that all are hardened and thus destined to perish alma 349
hardening suggests many things to harden in pride in sin in will

but all of these suggest the hardening of the self hardening might be
precisely the quality of individuality that makes every person solely
responsible for his or her own sins and immune to the sufferings of others
if we persist in our hardness according to amulekamules our pain is destined to
be absolutely incommunicable if not then we have the opportunity to en-
counter a being christ who can bridge the gap between the zero and the
one christ died then in part to save us from ourselves one purpose of
the atonement is to soften us to make us able to feel viscerally each other s
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sorrows with the bowels of mercy the sharing of viscera the walls be-
tween people seem to melt

the epitome of other bearing pain is pregnancy and childbirth bow-
els in the KJV idiom as we have seen are not only delicacies consumed at
a sacrifice but the reproductive organs the bowels suggest both the taking
and the giving of life having bowels moved with compassion suggests
pregnancy an inward part being filled and moved for anothersothersan life in
labor the mother risks her life for the sake of the child s putting her own
bowels in jeopardy here again bowels suggest a surface both inside

and outside self and other the bowels of christ might be poetically un-
derstoodderstood as a womb the means by which we gain second birth his suffer-
ings in the garden and on the cross are like labor pains see john 1621
scriptural bowel imagery then encompasses male and female just as the
bowels of christ are filled for all 3 ne 177 to his sons and daughters he
has earned the right to say splachna mou

LDS theologians often note the impossibility of comprehending what
jesus christ went through in the atonement 35 while this protestation
could be read as indicating a lack of a uniquely LDS account of the atoning
process I1 believe it evinces a deeper respect for the impenetrability of
christ s suffering no human sorrow pain sickness or infirmity is strange
to christ36Christ 36 he has gone through them all bunions backaches birth
pains believers in him need never feel that they suffer alone but since the
greatest human sorrow may be the loneliness of suffering and the isolation
we feel in our worst moments christ s lone sorrows had to be incompre-
hensiblehensible to us before ours could become comprehensible to him he had to
learn the walled in quality of pain firsthand to succor us inin our own suffer-
ing loneliness our inability to fathom his sorrow is part of its saving prop-
erty if we could easily peer into his pain we would be in the position of
bridging the infinite gap between the pain felt by the self and by the other
something amulekamules suggests finite beings cannot do gospel accounts of
jesus disciples sleeping during his lonely agony in gethsemane mark 14

34 4040 and the withdrawal oftheodtheof the presence of god the father during christ s

suffering on the cross mark 1534 are poetically necessary to underscore
his loneliness believers are invited to consider if there is any hurt like his
and to recognize that they can do nothing to lift his pain christ spills his guts
so to speak on our behalf a god in solitary sorrow and we are inwardly
moved in response

by suffering infinitely christ brought about the bowels of mercy in
many respects consider the climactic verse of amulekamulekssmulek s great discourse
this being the intent of this last sacrifice to bring about the bowels of

mercy which overpowerethoverpowereth justice and bringethbringeth about means unto men
and women that they may have faith unto repentance alma 3415
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lowell bennion and eugene england have rightly focused attention on the
marvelously suggestive notion of providing means for faith unto repen-
tancetance13737137 but perhaps the even more important phrase in this passage is
11 the bowels of mercy whose bowels these are is wonderfully unclear
these bowels of mercy are brought about on many levels for god the
father surveying the sinful human family for god the son pleading for
them and for penitent people who recognizing the mercy they have
received are able to break through the self enclosure of pain and succor
others we are thus all as sophocles had antigone say of her dead brother
homosplangchnoi oftheodtheof the same bowels there is no shame in paying respect
to those of the same bowels 3138113838 perhaps these atoning bowels of mercy
belong to the universe itself in that they stave off the sword of justice As

we see that gods son has bowels full of a sorrow that exceeds anything
humans could ever know the bowels ofmercyofmercy are brought about in us the
hardness of each individuals inner core is pierced and open to compassion
As an infinite sufferer christ left himself vulnerable as a receiver ofmercyof mercy
our mercy pity or misericordia so that we might receive his mercy and
gods mercy in turn

conclusion

the bowels in short are the inward parts of the atonement the place
at which the inside and the outside the boundaries between selfand other
become blurry the bowels are the site of a transaction between selves the
site of a great substitution the pains of the other become ones own we
enter zion the community ofgenuineofgenuine love where as alma says our hearts
might be knit together this is both the social and religious meaning of
bowels ofmercyof mercy in the metaphor we discover not only something that is

vaguely grotesque or suggestively poetic but also a deep unity that is both
aesthetic and theological gods power to encompass with love all things
the heights and the depths corruption and incorruption
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